In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city's support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty and total assets of $636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology and the School of Music.

SMU is owned by the South Central Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church. The first charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not necessarily a great Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been nonsectarian in its teaching and committed to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.

Today, Southern Methodist University offers a comprehensive curriculum through Dedman College – the college of humanities and sciences – and six schools: Meadows School of the Arts, Edwin L. Cox School of Business, Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering, Perkins School of Theology, Dedman School of Law, and Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development.

The University offers over 100 undergraduate majors, Master's degrees in over 100 areas, professional degrees in two disciplines, Ph.D. degrees in 25 fields, and 25 certificate programs. Enrollment for Fall 2009 was 10,891, including 6,228 undergraduate students and 4,663 graduate and professional school students. SMU students come from all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and 102 countries. About 78 percent of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for 2009-2010. About 22 percent of the student body are minorities; 62 percent of undergraduates and 47 percent of graduate students report religious affiliation; 11 percent are Methodist, 14 are Roman Catholic. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant denominations and other religions, including Judaism, Buddhism and Islam.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life's work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.
The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris, and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The mace of the University, a symbol of the authority vested in the president by the Board of Trustees and representing the covenant between the president and the faculty, is borne by the president of the Faculty Senate. Though the order of the procession varies from university to university, at SMU it proceeds from the Chief Marshal through the ranks of the faculty and the officers of the University to the president, who is preceded by the mace-bearer.

The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law, etc.). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer’s back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks and very useful for protection against the weather and even for begging for alms. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.

Thomas R. Arp  
Associate Professor Emeritus of English

Lorn L. Howard  
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering  
Chief Marshal Emeritus

Candidates for degrees at SMU are robed in custom regalia, specially designed to incorporate SMU’s colors and symbols.

The Doctoral gown in dark blue includes velvet chevrons on each of the bell sleeves. The gown is marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck. The front panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns and may be ornamented in color. Replacing the traditional mortarboard, an eight-sided, crimson red velvet tam with a gold silk tassel completes the regalia.
The Master’s gown, also in dark blue, has a front yolk outlined in red braid and the SMU seal is embroidered in red on the left side. Like traditional Master’s robes, gowns are arranged so that the arm emerges from a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist. A mortarboard with a colored tassel representing the discipline in which the degree is earned is also worn.

Doctoral and Master’s candidates wear hoods which are 3 ½ feet, and 4 feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order is 3 and 5 inches wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Music – Pink; Business – Drab; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Engineering – Orange; Science – Golden Yellow; Fine Arts – Brown; Theology – Scarlet; Law – Purple. The lining of the hood – that portion most visible from the rear – indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU’s hood lining is blue with red chevron.

The Bachelor gown in dark blue has the traditional characteristics of a Bachelor robe including full front pleats, and balanced fluting. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. A red silk stole embroidered in blue with the SMU seal is worn across the shoulders. Bachelor gowns are worn with a tassel and mortarboard.

SMU’s regalia visually honor the University’s traditions and spirit which we celebrate this morning.

THE HOWARD LANTERN

The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lambier Howard, Chief Marshal Emeritus of SMU from 1978-1987, in honor of his role in shaping the traditions and protocol of SMU’s modern-day academic ceremonies. Designed in 2008 and crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern symbolizes the Rotunda of Dallas Hall, the University’s oldest building and centerpiece of our campus. Engraved around the top band is the University’s motto, “veritas liberabit vos,” which means “the truth will make you free.” Around the base are the words to Varsity, SMU’s alma mater. Each year during the May Baccalaureate Service this lantern is handed down by the Senior Class President to a representative of the Junior Class, a symbolic passing of the light that sustains our University. The Howard Lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions which make up our corporate University life and of the light of learning and intellectual curiosity which shines within the students, faculty and staff here at SMU.
ORDER OF EXERCISE

PRELUDIAL CONCERT

Canzon a 12
Renaissance Dances

THE GREAT FANFARE

Fest Fanfare

PROCESSIONAL*

Second Suite in F
Cyrus the Great March
Olympic Fanfare
The Gallant Seventh
Shepherd’s Hey
Festmarch
Florentiner March

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL

Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs of the University, Presiding
Candidates for Graduation
Representatives of the Faculties
The Platform Party

INVOCATION

Stephen Rankin
Chaplain and Minister to the University

NATIONAL ANTHEM

John Stafford Smith and Frances Scott Key
The Imperial Brass
Led by Laura K. Bowden, Precentor
Candidate for degree of Masters of Music in Voice Performance

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS

INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER

R. Gerald Turner
President of the University

GRADUATION ADDRESS

The Past is Prologue: Leadership Lessons from the Arena

Alan C. Lowe
Director of the George W. Bush Presidential Library

SPECIAL MUSIC

The Lord Bless You and Keep You

Southern Gentlemen

John Williams
Percy Grainger
Richard Wagner
Julius Fucik

Giovanni Gabrieli
Tylman Susato
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Refrain from applause until all candidates have been presented.

Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
Hooded by Peter K. Moore, Dean ad interim of Dedman College
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
Assisted by James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research
and Dean of Graduate Studies

Candidates for Professional Degrees
Presented by William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law

Candidates for Master’s Degrees
Presented by Peter K. Moore, Dean ad interim of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education
and Human Development
Peter E. Raad, Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
Presented by Peter K. Moore, Dean ad interim of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

THE FAREWELLS
Fredrick I. Olness, President of the Faculty Senate
Caren H. Prothro, Trustee of the University
Ken Malcomson, SMU Class of 1974 and Chair of the SMU Alumni Association
Patrick T. Kobler, President of the Students’ Association

UNIVERSITY HYMN The Imperial Brass
Varsity Introduced by Patrick T. Kobler
President of the Students’ Association
Led by Laura K. Bowden, Precentor

BENEDICTION William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School of Theology

RECESSIONAL*
The Olympic Spirit John Williams
Grand March from Aida Giuseppe Verdi

*The audience remains seated during the recessional.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Robert Van Kemper, Marshal

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Olivia Clementina Navarro Farr    Anthropology
BA, MA Saint Mary’s University
Dissertation: “Ritual, Process, and Continuity in the Late to Terminal Classic Transition: Investigations at Structure M13-1 of El Peru-Waka”
Adviser: David Alan Freidel

Azeddine Kasmi    Physics
BS, MS University of North Texas
BS University of Mumbai, India
Dissertation: “Searches for Continuum and Resonant Production of Z Boson Pairs Using the Atlas Detector”
Adviser: Robert L. Kehoe

Helen Eileen McLure    History
BA, MA University Of Texas, Arlington
Dissertation: “‘I suppose You Think Strange the Murder of Women and Children’: The American Culture of Collective Violence, 1652-1930”
Adviser: Sherry L. Smith

Timothy Scott Myers    Geology
BA, BS Rice University
Dissertation: “Late Jurassic Paleoclimate of Europe and Africa”
Adviser: Louis L. Jacobs

Jane Lancaster Patterson    Religious Studies
BA Smith College
MTS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Keeping the Feast: Metaphors of Sacrifice in First Corinthians and Philippians”
Adviser: Victor P. Furnish

Mark Anderson Tarpey    Religious Studies
BA Southern Methodist University
MDV Tikhon’s Orthodox Theological Seminary
Adviser: Robin W. Lovin

Oleg A. Volkov    Molecular and Cell Biology
BS, MS Odessa State’ I.I. Mecnikov’ University, Russia
Dissertation: “Structure of the Bacterial F-ATPase b-Subunit Dimer”
Adviser: Pia D. Vogel

Wickham Chen    Electrical Engineering
BSEE, MSEE Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Design and Implementation of a Large-N Digital to Frequency Converter Based Frequency Multiplier”
Adviser: Ping Gui

Satyendra Ravi P. Raju Datla    Computer Engineering
MSCpE Southern Methodist University
BS The Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers
Dissertation: “Design and Validation of Quaternary Arithmetic Circuits”
Adviser: Mitchell Aaron Thornton

Aleksandra Dimitrovska    Mechanical Engineering
BSME, MSME Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Mitigation Strategies of Tin (Sn) Whisker Growth”
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Abdeslam Elahmadi    Electrical Engineering
BSEE, MSEE University of Oklahoma, Norman
Dissertation: “Modeling, Capacity, and Equalization of Fiber Optic Communications”
Advisers: Dinesh Rajan, Mandyam D. Srinath

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Robert Van Kemper, Marshal

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
Roy L. Heller, Marshal

Degree of Doctor of Ministry

Karen Kay Jones
Project: “Satisfying Diverse Spiritual Typologies Within the Context of a Single Worship Experience”

Ruben Saenz, Jr.
Project: “Healing Prayer and Rite: A Necessary Evangelism Activity for Hispanic Ministry”

Jeffrey S. McDowell
Project: “The Effective Ambassador: Discovering Common Qualities that Leads Uncommon Connection Evangelism”

Vastine Watson, Jr.
Project: “The Giving Challenge: Teaching Christians to Give Generously”

Degree of Master of Divinity

William Clyde Davis, Jr.
With Honors
Mara Zachrich Lehew Bailey
With Honors
Juan Alberto Silva
Collin Bridges Taylor

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Michael Lawrence Conrady
Jacqueline Kay Jamar
Ellen Watson Kent
With Honors
Mary Kathleen Paige

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW
Roy L. Heller, Marshal

Degree of Juris Doctor

Rachel Ann Brucks
Stacey Hangah Cho
With Honors

Stephani Cink-Orozco
Sarah Ann Clements
Misty Marie Escobedo
Carl Duane Galligher
Bejan Kamran Ghatrehee
Ross Walker Giesinger
Nicole T. Gordillo
Michael Zachary Gordon
Eric Kevin Gormly
Rwan Saffarini Hardesty
Thomas Ryan Johnson
With Honors

Jason Min-Kyu Jung
Francis Joseph Key
Philip Gardner Kief
Ashkan Mehryari
Evan Miles O’Donnell
Carrie Jean Quraishi
Justin Scott Reinus
Valentyna V. Stevens
Andrew Wesley Whatley

Degree of Master of Laws
(Comparative & International Law)

Yasser Abdullah Alhammad
Mazin Ahmad Al-Zamil
Ahmed Alhudaithi
Carlos Eugenio Carrillo
Mohammed Garoub
Hsiang-Yi Hsiao
Nathat Nopparat
Kirapak Polphruks

(Taxation)

Kyle S. Deese
Cindy Ann Hull

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Lawrence S. Ruben, Marshal

Degree of Master of Arts

Faisal Ghzai Alotaibi Economics
Wajdi Ahmad Assiri Economics
Steve Michael Gallegos, Jr. Economics
Wei-Tzu Lin Applied Economics
Joseph Nathan Robinson Economics
John Powell Walker, Jr. Economics
Di Yu Economics

Degree of Master of Science

Lauren Ashley Michel Geology
Thesis: “Petrographic, Petrologic, and Isotopic Study of Paleosol Carbonates from the Permo-Pennsylvanian Lodeve Basin, France”

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Patricia Alvey, Marshal

Artist Certificate

Keum Hwa Cha Violin Performance
Na Hung Kim Violin Performance
Lynda O’Connor Violin Performance
Degree of Master of Arts

Katherine Woodson Chapman  Art History
Leu Jiun Jeanne-Marie Ten  Art History

Degree of Master of Music

Laura Katherine Bowden  Voice Performance
Mae Limei Morton  Music Education

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Robert W. Rasberry, Marshal

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Feras Nimer Abdel Majid  Financial Consulting/Finance
Himanshu Aggarwal  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Craig William Aman  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Lauren Michelle Babis  Marketing
Brian Edwin Badillo  Marketing
Donald Bryan Baier  Strategic Leadership
Douglas Michael Balsley  Finance
Lun Bao  Finance
Juan Barona  Finance
Richard David Barton  Strategic Leadership
Daniel Wayne Berman  Finance
Hari Nathan Bhushan  Marketing
Bryan Elliott Blevins  Strategic Leadership
Cody Lee Branson  Finance
Ellen Elizabeth Buck  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Mario Adalberto Castellon  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Philip Chen  Finance
Michael Wayne Clemons II  Finance/General Management
William Chapman Cromley IV  Strategic Leadership
Jason Thomas Dagelewicz  Finance/Marketing
Jason K. Degele  Finance/Strategic Leadership
Tirath Chandrasah Desai  Finance/Information Technology & Operations Management
Matthew Thomas Devlin  Marketing
Timothy Peter Dlugos  Marketing/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Shea Neely Drennan  General Management/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Alejandro Esquivel  General Management
John Michael Fant  Finance
Jason Kenneigh Farr  Finance
Amy Allene Feagin  Strategic Leadership
Leslie Denise Garner  Finance
Andrew Raffaiele Gelsomini  Finance/Financial Consulting
Mitchell Hasry Groove  Marketing/Strategic Leadership
Shahran Haider  Finance
Bradfield Walling Heiser  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
James Patrick Henry  Finance
Brian Christopher Jinks  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Brian Matthew Johnson  Marketing
Lekedrin Cornell Johnson  Finance
Nathan Lee Kelley  Finance
David Kelly Klos  Strategic Leadership
Eric John Krchnak  Finance
Rachana Kumari  Finance
Gladya G. Kwenda  Accounting/Financial Consulting
Jocelyn Alaine Larson  Finance
Brian Duane Lasater  Finance
David Ray Lawhorne  Finance
Kristy Lynn Leos  Finance
Erik David Lindholm  Finance
Mary Kathryn Lund  General Management
Crissov Dena Lupher  Finance
Justin Ross Maenius  Finance
Krisha Suresh Matta  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
James Edwin Melson III  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Christopher David Merchant  Strategic Leadership/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Parke Miller  Strategic Leadership
Andrew Peter Mosher  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Bernard Neitzel  Finance
John William O’Grady  General Business
Joshua James Oakley  Finance
Ismael Ortega  Finance
Erin Marie Osbourn  Marketing/Strategic Leadership
David Alan Overfield  Finance/Financial Consulting
Tirumal Kumar Pappu  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Fred Douglas Pitts  Finance  
Narayan L. Ramakrishnan  Finance  
Joshua Wayne Ramsey  Finance  
Stephanie Elena Rash  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
Megan Christine Reading  Marketing  
Michael Aaron Redwine  Finance  
Russell Bradley Riggins  Finance  
Wilfrido Rincon  Finance  
Nicolas Valeri Sagatovski  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
Amit Saluja  Finance  
Jesse R. Sanchez  Finance/Information Technology & Operations Management  

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting  
Lin Lin Caddie Chen  Accounting  
Joseph Martin Davis  Accounting  
Rachael M. Forish  Accounting  
Amyn Gillani  Accounting  
Tamrong Kamkom  Accounting  
Mark E. Lu  Accounting  
Danyue Ni  Accounting  
Jin Mei Peng  Accounting  
Jessica Michelle Requa  Accounting  

Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship  
Robert Rush Davis II  Entrepreneurship  

Degree of Master of Science in Management  
Warren Lee Davis, Jr.  Management  
Alicia Diane Delario  Management  
Jamerus Remon Payton  Management  

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING  
Jeffery L. Kennington, Marshal  
Sukumaran Nair, Marshal  

Degree of Master of Science  
Sesa Aparnath Akula  Manufacturing Systems Management  
Turki Hamad Alhussain  Telecommunications  
Athena Alimirzaei  Operations Research  
Steven L. Allen  Systems Engineering  
Luke Allan Anderson  Systems Engineering  
Venkata Sudhakar Badatala  Telecommunications  
Anil Bhasin  Telecommunications  
Donald Allan Burgio  Security Engineering  
Reginald Lamont Bussle  Systems Engineering  
Samuel Gordon Carter  Systems Engineering  
Daniel James Casey  Computer Science  
Raelyna Antionette Catalan  Systems Engineering  
Jeffrey Lee Collins II  Software Engineering  
Teresa Monika Echols  Systems Engineering  
Prashanth Goud Eddula  Telecommunications  
Christopher Drew Garcia  Software Engineering  
Tushar Kishor Gokhale  Security Engineering  
Glorianna G. Grado  Systems Engineering  
Stephen Michael Harrison  Systems Engineering  
Yiwei Huang  Operations Research  
Nabida Islam Islam  Telecommunications  
Pramod Kumar Reddy Jillella  Telecommunications  
Constance Monique Jobe  Systems Engineering  
Christopher William Johnson  Packaging Electronic & Optical Devices  
Joseph S. Jones  Systems Engineering  
Mark S. Jurik  Systems Engineering  
Yazid Kadir  Software Engineering  
Stephen Rudolph Kos  Computer Science  
Sheila Arnell Lewis  Systems Engineering  
David Rene Lopez  Packaging Electronic & Optical Devices  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freddy Dean Mabe</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Mays</td>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Francis Meek</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishi Maneshbhai Mehta</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwipal N. Mendiratta</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoeb Mohammed</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth P. Morris</td>
<td>Security Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Mustafa</td>
<td>Packaging Electronic &amp; Optical Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arularasu Muthiah Kuttalam</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nehal Bipinbhai Naik</td>
<td>Security Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debasis Nanda</td>
<td>Security Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenil Ashok Nathwani</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldine Nelson</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramakrishna Nukala</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkat Rao Obulun</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Syumiati Oey</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Origer</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Ornelas Garcia</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mert Ozyilmaz</td>
<td>Operations Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supriya Kamalakar Patil</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Plonsky</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirisom Pranivong</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Umair Rabbani</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Reese Raley</td>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Paul Rast</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninad Vishram Raut</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Lynn Russell</td>
<td>Security Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahul Sahdev</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey Robert Schwab</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Matthew Seningen</td>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youssef Felix Serhal</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chintankumar M. Shah</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manan Dhiren Shah</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimesh R. Shah</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Curtis Sharikle II</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerilyn N. Sheets</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Said Shraim</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Earl Snavely</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Trana</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nallamalli Uday</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srikanth Reddy Vanga</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Vargas</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jince Varughese Varughese</td>
<td>Security Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Gilberto Vasquez</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Vincent Whitehurst</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Celic Woolley</td>
<td>Security Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooja Reddy Yadavelli</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering**

- Samanehsadat Mir Hosseini  Civil Engineering
- Christopher Ferrell Petty  Civil Engineering

**Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering**

- Adam Carl Feccia  Computer Engineering
- Ramesh Kumar Mahadevan  Computer Engineering

**Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering**

- Crystal De'Annette Graves  Electrical Engineering
- Scott Alan Kuppinger  Electrical Engineering
- Cedric Lamar Marionneaux  Electrical Engineering
- Carlos A. Martinez  Electrical Engineering
- Michael David Vlk  Electrical Engineering

**Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management**

- Liliana Aime Acosta  Engineering Management
- Ziad Mohammed Alahmadi  Engineering Management
- Turki Hamad Alhussain  Engineering Management
- Thomas William Ames  Engineering Management
- Gustavo Enrique Calles Figueroa  Engineering Management
- Bob Wen Chiang  Engineering Management
- Aleksandra Dimitrovska  Engineering Management
- Jose Luis Ferre-Telleria, Sr.  Engineering Management
- John Keith Massie  Engineering Management
- John Anthony Ryan  Engineering Management
- Cody Wayne Sicking  Engineering Management
- Prerit K. Souda  Engineering Management
- Jay D. Strickler  Engineering Management
- Andrew Gato Ulut  Engineering Management
- Alejandro Urutu  Engineering Management
Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Kyle Phillip Parks  Environmental Engineering
Thesis: “Integrating CIP/DSS with EPANET & GIS to Determine Health, Economic & Worried Well Impacts from Chemical/Biological Contaminants Released Into a Public Water Distribution System”

Degree of Master of Science in Facilities Management

Brian Scott Leddy  Facilities Management
Brian Emerson Philpot  Facilities Management

Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering Management

Sheri Lyn Bertrand  Information Engineering & Management
Monica Juliet Brindza  Information Engineering & Management
Dexter E. Burger  Information Engineering & Management
Anhtuan Donguyen Doventry  Information Engineering & Management
Lajaynes Harris Dupuy  Information Engineering & Management
Colleen McKinney Guarraia  Information Engineering & Management
Inam Ul Haq  Information Engineering & Management
Stacie Lee Hartert  Information Engineering & Management
Laura T. Morton  Information Engineering & Management
James Fred Robinson, Jr.  Information Engineering & Management
Julie Christine Smith  Information Engineering & Management
Frank S. Tran  Information Engineering & Management
Michael Gary Vail  Information Engineering & Management
Clayton Alan Welch  Information Engineering & Management

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Julie E. Pollard  Mechanical Engineering

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Héctor H. Rivera, Marshal

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Rebecca Marie Arndt  Dispute Resolution
Wells Worth Bethelmie  Dispute Resolution
Joshua C. Burrows  Dispute Resolution
David R. Cichy  Dispute Resolution
Joseph Benjamin Davison  Dispute Resolution
Delta Ann Emerson  Dispute Resolution
Catherine Forbes Hammond  Dispute Resolution
Ashli Jillian Herman  Dispute Resolution
Robert Allen Keenan II  Dispute Resolution
Donna Gail Lindsey  Dispute Resolution
Shannon Lee Meggett  Dispute Resolution
Christian Okechukwu Neboh  Dispute Resolution
Robert Andrew Stewart  Dispute Resolution
Valerie Wehiong-Batta  Dispute Resolution
Edward C. van der Woude  Dispute Resolution

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Aime Rivera  Bilingual Education
Degree of Master of Education

Mai Alrawashdeh  Education
Anna Elizabeth Bazan  Education
Sandra Michelle Brinkman  Education
Brittany Dalyn Carpenter  Education
Eva B. Cherry  Education
Lisa Marie Cheyne  Education
Jaime Ackman Cooper  Education
Jennifer Katherine Counce  Education
Carisha Michelle Davis  Education
Lynn Denise Davis-Yanez  Education
Ratnavali Engelhart  Education
Lindsay Eileen Kirsch Fryar  Education
Andrew Michel Gelter  Education
Gaines Doty Greer  Education
Yvette Kirsten Grenz  Education
Angelica Josette Haynie  Educational Leadership
Natalie Renee Hoover  Education
Mary Kathryn Jenkins  Education
Serena Gail Johnson  Education
Krystal Lynn Kulka  Education
Jill C. Ledbetter  Education
Melinda Kathleen Lively  Education
Katie Leigh Loftus  Education
Mary Diane Manley  Education
Bonnie Alison McCown  Education
Brea Kristine Myers  Education
Jennifer Ann Pace  Education
Christine Knaak Palmquist  Education
Diondra R. Phillips  Education
Kristin April Rosi  Education
Kathryn Michelle Ruggeri  Education
Jessica Rydman  Education
Krystle Ann Salvador Sangillo  Education
Nancy Renee Shaw  Education
LeiAnn Dorough Stovall  Education
Kristen Evans Wallace  Education
Dawn Marie Woods  Education

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts

Katie Ann Montgomery  Liberal Arts
Brandie Bryan Stephan  Liberal Arts

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Caroline Gillian Babb  Liberal Studies
Sandra Lopez  Liberal Studies
Lindsey Michelle Perkins  Liberal Studies
Jody Ellen Stout  Liberal Studies

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

+Chris James Cognetta  Counseling
*Carolynn Athena Ditty Knox  Counseling
*Mary Abigail Douglas  Counseling
+Courtney Dowling  Counseling
+Angela Gonzales  Counseling
+Mary Katherine Graham  Counseling
+Christopher James Green  Counseling
*Alan Ronald Knox  Counseling
+Marie Krebs  Counseling
+Robby Warren McCollum  Counseling
*Noelle Catherine Moore  Counseling
+Olga Ozranov  Counseling
+Krystal E. Quinn  Counseling
*Erin Rachelle Ray  Counseling
+Laura Robertson  Counseling
*Amanda L. Roberts  Counseling
+Leslie Joann Scott  Counseling
+Brian Lee Sharp  Counseling
+Keshia Lori Smith  Counseling
+Jennifer L. Storm  Counseling
+Vy Ngoc Thai  Counseling
+Candice Elaine Tillman  Counseling
+Erika Michael Welch  Counseling

* Degree conferred on October 16, 2009
+ Candidate for January 15, 2010 conferral
IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU,  
LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER  
Michael McCoy, Jr., Marshal

Certificate in Digital Game Development

Brian Joseph Bannon  Specialization in  
Software Development
Stewart Brown  Specialization in Level Design
Justin Michael Donnell  Specialization in  
Software Development
Todd Gorang  Specialization in Level Design
Hunter Franklin Hyneman  Specialization in  
Level Design
Jessica Dawn Johnson  Specialization in  
Level Design
Russell Krueger  Specialization in Level Design
Joshua Daniel Mahan  Specialization in  
Software Development
Anthony Thomas Quinn  Specialization in  
Level Design
Isaac Rapport  Specialization in Art Creation
Matthew C. Roberts  Specialization in  
Level Design
James A. Selen  Specialization in Level Design
Jose Jorge Talbott  Specialization in Art Creation
Michael Tanfield  Specialization in  
Software Development
Tuan Anh Tran  Specialization in Art Creation
Daniel Jerome Underwood  Specialization in  
Level Design
Morgan Burleson Wilson  Specialization in  
Level Design

Master of Interactive Technology

Austin David Adams II  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Thesis: “Overture: A Preproduction Art Asset Tool”
Igor César Altagracia  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Mark Badoy  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Thesis: “Implicit Storytelling Through Asset Placement”
Daniel Terrill Baker  Digital Game,  
Software Development
Thesis: “GOAP AI Tuning Via Genetic Algorithms as a Method for Examining Gameplay”
Nimrod Barak  Digital Game,  
Software Development
Thesis: “Using Spectral Analysis to Match Player’s Voice to In-Game Characters”
Daniel Brennan  Digital Game, Level Design  
Thesis: “Manifestations of Conflict in Games: Stealth Versus Action”
Jason Cates  Digital Game, Level Design  
Thesis: “Do Players Explore Off the Critical Path When Given Specific Linear Objectives?”
Kevin Chandler  Digital Game, Level Design  
Thesis: “Boom Goes the Dynamite - How Destructible Environments Affect Gameplay”
Nasser Elsayed Elsamadisy  Digital Game,  
Art Creation
Thesis: “Modeling Buildings Using Rule Based Design and Shape Grammar in 3DS Max”
Shaylyn Alia Hamm  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Thesis: “The Aesthetics of Unique Female Video Game Characters”
Andrew La Bounty  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Jeffrey Lininger  Digital Game, Level Design  
Jessica Maria Loredo  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Thesis: “Gender Neutrality in Video Games: An Emphasis on Art Style”
Ryan David Metcalf  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Thesis: “A Study of Facial Tracking and Emotional Responses With Use of the eMotiv EPOC Headset”
Hung Phuc Nguyen  Digital Game, Art Creation  
Thesis: “Examining the Toll of Conflict Upon an Environment and How Artists Condition and Shape This Changing World”
Shane Slama  Digital Game, Level Design  
Thesis: “The Effect of Time Limits on Player Willingness to Explore Non-Critical Areas”
Thang Hong To  Digital Game,  
Software Development
Thesis: “In-Game Graphic User Interface for AI Programming”
Armando Villarreal III  Digital Game,  
Level Design
Thesis: “The Effects of Music on Gameplay and Immersion”
Miguel Haegler Van Mastwyk Abitbol  Sociology
Osman Ahmed  English with Creative Writing Specialization
With Honors
Mariana Alarcon  English
Brittani Lauren Allen  Sociology
Suzanne Denise Amador  Psychology
Tara Ansari  Political Science
Gabriel Abelardo Arredondo  Geology
Shaun Michael Aschenbach  Psychology
Ashley M. Austin  Psychology
Laura Elizabeth Bares  Geology
Steven Beane  Biological Sciences
Megan L. Bell  Anthropology
Michael Krista Bird  Psychology
Jeffrey David Bolar  Political Science
Phyllis Hannah Bowers  Psychology
Daniel J. Briesch  English
Allison Taylor Brill  Anthropology
Petrina Marie Bullard  Psychology
Marc Somers Bullock  Foreign Languages: Spanish
Kelly Christina Burke  Psychology
Howard Edward Butt IV  Anthropology
Sarah Ann Camodeca  Spanish
With Honors
Amy Elizabeth Campbell  Psychology
Christopher B. Campbell  Economics
Kristina Anne Carbonneau  French
Samuel B. Carter  Psychology
William Robert Casey IV  Political Science
Ilse Maribel Castaneda  Mathematics/Spanish
Jennifer Anne Castellini  English
*Frank A. Catalani III  Economics
Aaron Eduardo Rogelio Chibli  Political Science
Sara Michelle Corradi  International Studies
With Honors
Vivian A. Costandy  English/International Studies
With Honors
Tatia Lenise Crist  Political Science
Lillian Bethay Curtis Jobe  Spanish
Paulo Roberto da Silva  International Studies
Richard Mark Davidovich  History/Political Science
With Honors
Caroline Elizabeth Deason  Political Science
Francesca de la Rama  French
Taylor Katherine Deering  International Studies
Theodore Brandon Dennis  Sociology
Jose Emmanuel Dongo  Spanish
Martin Thomas Donohoe  English
Spencer Ryan Forest Dunn  Markets & Culture
Savannah Smith Engel  Anthropology
Sarah Elizabeth English  Psychology
Christine Elizabeth Farmer  Psychology
Dylan Elise Farmer  Markets & Culture
Patrick Gregg Fielder  Anthropology
Jacqueline C. Fisher  Economics
Patrick Avigdor Fogiel  Markets & Culture
Jesse Robert Fornear  Economics/Public Policy
Allison Elizabeth Gab  English
Judith Amanda Garza  Chemistry
With Honors
Chelsi Marie Gier  Markets & Culture/Spanish
Daniel E. Gonzalez  Biological Sciences/Spanish
Victoria Amethyst Green  Political Science
Nicole Hachar  Psychology
Christine Ann Halbert  English
Jacob Evans Hampton  History
Callan Elizabeth Harrison  Sociology
Megan Nicole Haslam  Economics/Public Policy
Carly Erin Hendricks  Psychology
Laura Hendrix  Spanish
Joshua Kaleb Hickman  Psychology
Erica Shniese Hill  English
Minh Thu Ho  Biological Sciences
John P. Holcomb  Economics
Michelle Lynette Holmes  African/African-American Studies
LaMildredetta Aretha ZaChalvin Holt Hudson  Political Science/Psychology
Haley Caylor Hyland  Psychology
Saleem Ali Jafar II  Markets & Culture
Breton Eldon Johnson  Anthropology
Meredith J. Johnson  English
Salima Juma  Psychology
With Honors
Charles Paul Edward Jumet, Jr.  History
Mary Margaret Kincaid  English
Samantha Kurniadi  Markets & Culture
Brittany Nicole Lang  Psychology
Carly Ann Laywell  International Studies
Ki Bok Lee  International Studies
Brandon S. Lewis  Philosophy
Caroline Camden Neville Lewis  History
With Honors
Gabriel Jay Lilly  History
Patrick E. Littlefield  Psychology/Religious Studies
With Honors
Joanna Lopez  Markets & Culture/Spanish
Leslie Diane Lorenz  Psychology/Sociology
Olivia Jurhee Lowery  Sociology
Jonathan J. Lu  International Studies
Jeffrey Alan Lubritz  Economics
*Additional major awarded for previously earned degree
Thatcher Andrew MacDonald  Political Science
Esteban Mariel  Economics
Manuel Mariel  Economics
John Anthony Mazzola  Political Science/Public Policy
John Thomas McKone  Political Science
Elizabeth Anne Menke  International Studies
Sibongile Zanele Mlambo  Foreign Languages: Spanish
Geneviève Elyse Moran  Foreign Languages: French
John Arthur Mowad  Political Science
Federico Rene Munoz  Foreign Languages: Spanish/Political Science
Samuel J. Nagy  Economics/Spanish
Zahra Nurani  Anthropology
Jeffrey D. Ordner  Political Science
David Alexander Ortega  Sociology
Molly Elizabeth Palmison  Anthropology
Anita J. Pandian  Psychology
Christopher David Parham  History
Lauren Renee Parker  Political Science
Nicole Jean Parker  Markets & Culture
Colby Jean Peck  Political Science
With Honors
Andrew William Pence  English
Jessica Leigh Pharr  English/Medieval Studies
James Anthony Polanco  English with Creative Writing Specialization
Melanie Diane Pruitt  English
With Honors
Selby Christine Rains  International Studies/ Spanish
Erica Yvonne Ramirez  Chemistry
Allyson Elizabeth Ramser  History
Stefany Jensen Reese  Sociology
Stephanie Jean Reiter  Spanish
With Honors
Michelle Nicole Reyes  Psychology/Religious Studies
Andrew Hogan Riegler  Mathematics
Isaac Daniel Rodriguez  Economics
Casey Adam Rogers  Religious Studies
With Honors
Katelyn Dara Rohr  Psychology

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Nadya Hannah Alameel  Economics with Finance Applications
Jason Alexander Anderson  Economics with Finance Applications
With Honors
Ryan W. Ball  Mathematics
Richard Aaron Barnett  Economics with Finance Applications
Michael Lee Bishop  Economics with Finance Applications
Theron Lanel Bowill  Economics with System Analysis
Matthew Aaron Roney  Psychology
Yasmina Rouabah  Biological Sciences
Maria Petkova Rousseva  Psychology
Blanca Maria Ruiz  Economics/ Psychology/Spanish
Torry Janette Sakis  Psychology
With Honors
Christopher Paul Salas  Markets & Culture
Emmanuel Niamiah Sanders  Sociology
Joseph Caine Savoie  English
Brittany L. Schoenewald  Psychology
Andrea Nicole Seldowitz  Psychology
Alice M. Severin  Psychology
With Honors
Jennifer Leigh Smart  History
With Honors
Britton Robert Smith  Psychology/Sociology
Hughes Allan Smith  Public Policy
Christian Ryan Snyder  Mathematics
Richard Harry Stannard  History
Chynnna Lee Stone  Psychology
With Honors
Lisa DeAnn Teague  Psychology
Melanie Mary Vettimartt  Biological Sciences
With Honors
Luka Vrtovec  German
Demetric Michelle Walker  Political Science/Sociology
Susan Sophia Waramaker  International Studies
Justin Daniel Webb  Anthropology/Philosophy
Jord Michelle West  Psychology/Spanish
Ashley Marie White  Markets & Culture
Megan Elizabeth White  English with Creative Writing Specialization
Shawn Daniel White  English with Creative Writing Specialization/Psychology
Morgan Rae Wiley  Religious Studies
Christine Elyse Wilkerson  History
Justin Thomas Willis  Sociology
Margaret Emily Winge  Markets & Culture
Kevin Joseph Womack  Medieval Studies
With Honors
John Matthew Wright  Markets & Culture
Abraham Zlotnik  Markets & Culture/ Psychology

Robert Templeton Butz  Mathematics/Statistical Science
Aaron Conniff  Economics with Finance Applications
Steven Michael Croce  Economics with Finance Applications
Matthew Brian Dagelewicz  Economics with Finance Applications
David Council Davidson  Economics with Finance Applications
Whitney Paige Davis  Mathematics
Iwalani Marie De Los Santos  Sociology
With Honors
Jose Emmanuel Dongo  Mathematics
Nnenna Cynthia Ejesieme  Biological Sciences/Mathematics
Lindsay Erin Falbo  Economics with Finance Applications
Robert Burns Farrow  Economics with Finance Applications
Jose Similiano Garcia  Economics with Finance Applications
David James Gardner  Mathematics With Honors
Carlos Eduardo Gonzalez Compte  Economics with Finance Applications
Stewart Gavin Goodson II  Mathematics
Kyle Green  Economics with Finance Applications
Todd Bradford Helman  Economics with Finance Applications
William J.B. Hill  Economics with Finance Applications
Kurt E. Hoffman  Economics with Finance Applications
Ryan David Hooker  Economics with Finance Applications
Jack William Hougland  Mathematics With Honors
Bryce A. Hudman  Sociology
Charles Paul Edward Jumet, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Nkando Thiiri Kimathi  Economics with Finance Applications
Chaoqiang Lin  Economics with Finance Applications
James Clark Lundy III  Environmental Sciences
Kevin Arthur Maher, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Scott Taylor Manning  Economics with Finance Applications
Joshua Dane Marass  Economics with Finance Applications
Bryan A. McCann  Economics with Finance Applications
Takehiro Miyama  Economics with Finance Applications
Margarita Del Carmen Morales  Mathematics
Richard Anthony Oliva  Economics with Finance Applications
Worlynn Ow  Mathematics
Wesley Chase Parker  Economics with Finance Applications
Nicholas Gian Parrillo  Geology
Theresa Thienvan Pham  Biological Sciences
Bryan Scott Remphrey  Economics with Finance Applications
Ryan Scott Riddles  Economics with Finance Applications
Christopher Wesley Rowe  Economics with Finance Applications
Fahad Saleh  Economics with Finance Applications With Honors
Ryan Christopher Sermas  Mathematics
Shazia Aisha Shafi  Economics with Finance Applications
Anand A. Shriram  Economics with Finance Applications
Hughes Allan Smith  Economics with Finance Applications
Hea Suk Soh  Biological Sciences
Mauricio Sol  Economics with Finance Applications
Michael Thomas Tessier  Economics with Finance Applications
Max Alexander Tonsi  Mathematics
Michael William-Edward Wells  Economics with Finance Applications
Morgan Rae Wiley  Sociology

Degree of Bachelor of Humanities

Connie Bucio Hernandez  Humanities
Mary Jo Fogle  Humanities
Kathryn Lee Freeman  Humanities
Jonathan Joseph Massegee  Humanities

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences

Courtney Jo Linex Barrett  Social Sciences
Stephanie Vernell Mask  Social Sciences
James S. Oravsky  Social Sciences
Christopher Barton Starr  Social Sciences
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Janis Bergman-Carton, Marshal

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Russell Patton Badgett Cinema-Television
Mollie Christine Blau Corporate Communications
& Public Affairs
Emily Grace Boaz Corporate Communications
& Public Affairs
Trevor M. Brittingham Cinema-Television
Joshua Derone Bryant Corporate Communications
& Public Affairs
Jayme Marie Clemente Art History
Kristen Elise Dollar Cinema-Television
Savannah Smith Engel Art History
Michael W. Evans, Jr. Cinema-Television
Patrick Gregg Fielder Journalism
Elizabeth Rose Fischer Art History
Aubrey Lynne Flanigan Advertising
Stephanie Lynn Garrison Corporate Communications
& Public Affairs
Albert Barclay Gaston Corporate Communications
& Public Affairs
William Samuel Scott Guthrie Journalism
Carly Erin Hendricks Advertising
Victoria Paige Hubbard Advertising
Hayley Marie Jenkins Advertising
Caitlin Anne Kline Cinema-Television
Scott Douglas Kolb Cinema-Television
Ashley Danielle Krone Honors Art History
With Honors
Leigh Ann Larned Advertising
Lynn Elizabeth McByrde Cinema-Television
Bradley Webster Nesbitt Journalism

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Whitney Mccall Alley Art History
Danny Boy Castillo, Jr. Art
Colby Jean Peck Theatre
With Honors
Abigail Garlington Richbourg Art
With Honors
Kamal Lé Vondeé Wyatt Art

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Tamara Nicole Iliff Music Therapy
With Honors
Erika Lynn Kelley-Crocker Music Education
Jessica Elise Moore Music Education
Jessica Nichole Morris Piano Performance
With Honors
Avis Oveta Stroud Voice Performance
Jasmine M. Abadir  Finance
Osman Ahmed  Finance
With Honors
Wijdan Abdulaziz A Alahmad  Finance
Monica Elizabeth Amaro  Accounting
Jason Alexander Anderson  Finance
With Honors
Diana Argueta  Accounting
Moira Arielle Bassett  Marketing
Michael Lee Bishop  Finance
Stephanie Rae Brownhill  Marketing
With Honors
Marc Somers Bullock  Finance
Sarah Rose Calodney  General Business
Sarah Ann Camodeca  Management
With Honors
Nicole Marie Cangelosi  Accounting
With Honors
Anne-Marie Carbonneau  Finance
Kristina Anne Carbonneau  Finance
Charles D. Cassidy  Real Estate Finance
With Honors
Jared E. Champlin  Finance
Eleanor Ashton Chewning  Accounting
Fernanda Miatto De Lima  Accounting
With Honors
Eric Michael Detwiler  Finance
With Honors
Anton Vyacheslavovich Egorov  Finance
With Honors
Savannah Smith Engel  Marketing
Daniel Fernandez  Accounting
Peter Joseph Fleps  Management
Brian Douglas Foster  Accounting
Carlos Eduardo Gonzalez Compte  Finance
Guy William Grivas  Finance
Raquel Rebecca Habet  Accounting
Shawn Brian Hale  Marketing
William Stewart Henderson  Finance
Laura Hendrix  Finance
George Brian Hensley  Finance
With Honors
Daisy Lily Hernandez  Accounting
Thomas Armstrong Hixon  Accounting
Minh Thu Ho  Management
Lauren Catherine Huffman  Marketing
Lindsey Lil Huizenga  Marketing
With Honors
Hunain Anwar Jaffrani  Finance
Dema Hakam Jaroun  Management
Rachel Stella Katz  Finance
David Amir Kianpour  Finance
With Honors
Wen Li  Accounting
Chaoqiang Lin  Accounting
Lauren Ashley Martin  Marketing
Douglas Glenn McCain  Finance
Jason Thomas Metcalfe  Finance
With Honors
Travis Baker Mossy  Finance
Idris Mustafa  Accounting
Vijay K. Netaji  Finance
Zahra Nourani  Marketing
Jason Richard Otts  Financial Consulting
Robert Reed Peterson  Marketing
Chelsia Han Phang  Accounting
With Honors
Ashley Angelina Pinon  Financial Consulting
With Honors
Mark Somers Quilhot  Finance
Andrew Hogan Rieger  Finance
Rachel Allen Roberts  Marketing
With Honors
Rita Rayann Rodriguez  Financial Consulting
With Honors
Matthew Aaron Roney  General Business
Marc Trinette Rossi  General Business
With Honors
Maria Petkova Rousseva  Accounting
Torrey Janette Sakis  Finance
With Honors
Fahad Saleh  Finance
With Honors
Chad M. Sandifer  Management
Andrea Nicole Seldowitz  Finance
James Everett Sexton II  Finance
With Honors
Derrell Jackson Taylor  Finance
Michael Daniel Theodosiou  Finance
Melanie Mary Vettimattam  Finance
With Honors
Bless Victoria Vohra  Finance
Luka Vrtovec  Marketing
Cameron Lee Wilkinson  Marketing
Fallon Frances Wynne  General Business
Shih-Wei Yang  Finance
Shan Yale Zaidi  Financial Consulting
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Marc Christensen, Marshal

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Emily Catherine Batten  Management Science
Jeffrey Lee Collins II  Computer Science
Jack William Houglan  Computer Science
With Honors
Mark Douglas Mastrangeli  Management Science
Shan Yale Zaidi  Management Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

René García  Computer Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Ruben Gutierrez García  Electrical Engineering
Stewart Gavin Goodson II  Electrical Engineering
Darius Paul Tavasoli  Electrical Engineering
Max Alexander Tonsi  Electrical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Ryan W. Ball  Mechanical Engineering
Colin Anders Blaydes  Mechanical Engineering
Caitlin Melissa Cochran  Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Robert Coit  Mechanical Engineering
With Honors
Whitney Paige Davis  Mechanical Engineering
Worlynn Ow  Mechanical Engineering
David Earl Sanders  Mechanical Engineering
Christian Ryan Snyder  Mechanical Engineering
Michael Jeffrey Turner  Mechanical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Brandon Tyler Cooke  Civil Engineering

Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.

The “With Honors” designation is listed by the names of candidates who anticipate graduating with Latin Honors and/or BBA Honors, Honors in Liberal Arts or Departmental Distinction. A complete listing of the graduates with the specific honor earned will be posted to the Registrar’s Office website on January 22.
August 2009

Recipients for Degrees

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Mehtabul Azam  Economics  
BA, MA  University Of Delhi, India  
MA Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Essays on the Wage Structure in India”  
Advisor: Daniel Millimet

Christina Cecelia Paulson  Molecular and Cell Biology  
Advisor: James A. Waddle

Angela Christina Berry  Psychology  
BA Lawrence University  
Dissertation: “An Investigation of the Relationship Between Fear of Negative Evaluation and Bulimic Psychopathology”  
Advisor: Jasper AJ Smits

Chinwon Rim  Chemistry  
BA University Of Houston Downtown  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Synthetic Approaches to Multidentate Thioether and Pyridyl Ligands”  
Advisor: David Y. Son

Michael Peter Bletzer  Anthropology  
BA Albert Ludwigs Universitat, Germany  
MA Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Pueblos Without Names’: A Case Study of Piro Settlement in Early Colonial New Mexico”  
Advisor: Michael A. Adler

Christina Julia Rissing  Chemistry  
BS Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Synthetic Approaches to New Multidentate Pyridyl Ligands and Sulfur-Containing Organosilicon Dendrimers”  
Advisor: David Y. Son

Sofia S. Chabysheva  Physics  
Diploma St. Petersburg State Tech Inst, Russia  
MS St. Petersburg State Tech Inst, Russia  
Dissertation: “A Nonperturbative Calculation of the Electron’s Anomalous Magnetic Moment”  
Advisor: Kent J. Hornbostel

Jennifer Ann Tarin  Computational & Applied Mathematics  
BS Texas Woman’s University  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Advisor: Mogens Melander

Andrew Philip Vogt  Chemistry  
Dissertation: “Macromolecular Design Via Combinations of Controlled Radical Polymerization Techniques and Click Chemistry”  
Advisor: Brent S. Sumerlin

Christina Anna Dekany  Computational & Applied Mathematics  
BS University Of Dallas  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Advisor: Peter Kimball Moore

Jill Carol Klentzman  Computational & Applied Mathematics  
BS University Of Mary Hardin, Baylor  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Advisor: Vladimir Ajaev
Ahmed Elsayed Mohamed Hassan  
Civil Engineering  
BScivE, MS Cairo University Of Egypt  
Adviser: Khaled F. Abdelghany

Fanrong Kong  Mechanical Engineering  
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Nathan R. Huntoon  Electrical Engineering  
BSEE Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University  
Adviser: Marc Christensen

Fanrong Kong  Mechanical Engineering  
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Ying Wan  Electrical Engineering  
Dissertation: “A Study of Polymer/Semiconductor Leaky-Mode Grating-Assisted Directional Couplers”  
Adviser: Jerome K. Butler

Degree of Doctor of Engineering

Osama Ahmed Elsafadi  Engineering Management  
Adviser: Richard S. Barr

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Master of Church Ministries

Martha Patricia Valencia  
Laura Mechelle Browning  
Amy Peden Haynie  
  Cum Laude  
Craig Kyle Hemphill  
  Cum Laude  
Richard William Newton, Jr.  
  Cum Laude  
Anne Elizabeth Randall  
  Summa Cum Laude

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Christinah Kwaramba  
  Magna Cum Laude  
Lori Ellen Rodriguez  
  Summa Cum Laude

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor

Jonathan Brad Bryan  
Michael J. Crawford  
Philip Truman Crone  
Todd Benjamin Goldberg  
William R. Howell, Jr.  
Karen Elizabeth Ice  
Raechel Parolisi  
Taylor J. Wine  
  Cum Laude
**Degree of Master of Laws**  
(Comparative & International Law)

Taha Algahtani  
Ahmed Mohammed Someli

**Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law**  
(Law)

June Q Lee

---

**IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES**

**Degree of Master of Arts**

Timberly Ann Ackels  
History

Thesis: “Lest We Forget: Exploring Collective Memory in Interwar Britain”

Justin Arthur Ackerman  
Economics

Mai Saleh AlSwayan  
Economics

Aseel Khalid Alsaleh  
Economics

Albert David Gonzalez  
Anthropology

Mary Clare Adams Madeley  
Psychology

Thesis: “Distress Tolerance and Eating Expectancies as Moderators of the Relationship Between Interpersonal Stress and Disinhibited Eating”

Laura Celeste Minze  
Psychology

Thesis: “Making Sense: Narrative Coherence as a Mediator in the Relation Between IPV and Children’s Externalizing Behavior”

Jonathan Bennett Pagliaro  
Anthropology

Erica Leigh Rosentraub  
Psychology

Thesis: “Inter-Parent Psychological Aggression and Children’s Adjustment Problems: An Examination of Potential Mediators”

Kristiana Rhae Walderman  
Molecular and Cell Biology

Thesis: “The Peroxiredoxin Gene Family May Play a Role During the Innate Immune Response in Drosophila Melanogaster”

Juan Wang  
Applied Economics

**Degree of Master of Science**

James Michael Luchak  
Molecular and Cell Biology

Thesis: “Longevity Effects in Drosophila by Modulating Glutamate Cysteine Ligase Expression Along and in Combination with Other Longevity Associated Genes”

Peng Xie  
Statistical Science

**IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS**

**Degree of Master of Arts**

Sandra Van Doan  
Arts Administration

Christopher Scott Gleeson  
Art History

Meghan Elaine Graham  
Arts Administration

Anthea Faye Halsey  
Arts Administration

Elana Rose Lesartre  
Arts Administration

Tianfu Li  
Cinema-Television

Ellen Barrett Schlachter  
Arts Administration

Katherine Marie Sejba  
Arts Administration

Heidi LeAnn Strate  
Arts Administration

Amanda Elizabeth Telford  
Arts Administration

Nancy Kathryn Willeford  
Arts Administration

Raymond Delano Williams, Jr.  
Arts Administration

Emily Jane Zeck  
Arts Administration
Degree of Master of Music

John Michael Davis  Music Education
Christina Ann Kucan  Music History & Literature

Thesis: Mercure (1924)  Erik Satie’s Aesthetic Translation of Art into Music
John Andrew Swafford  Music Education

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

David Brian Aldrich  General Management
  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Matthew Freeman Amidon  Finance
Manojaba Banerjee  Marketing
Christopher Paul Barta  Marketing/
  Strategic Leadership
Ryan Philip Bauer  Marketing
Amanda Leigh Beasley  Marketing/
  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Audrey Jo Berger  Management/Marketing
Matthew David Canon  Marketing
Carolina Castano  Marketing/
  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kamal Chakravarti  Finance
William Douglas Cheek  Strategy
  & Entrepreneurship
Maurice Sei-Min Choi  Finance
Robert Eduardo Contreras  Finance
Scott Noone Crow  General Management
Edgar Tom Damp  Finance
Bryan Glenn Dennie  Financial Consulting
Robert Anthony DiFulgentzi III  Finance
Sandra Van Doan  General Management
Andrew Sandlin Forward  Strategy
  & Entrepreneurship
Amanda Ann Fritz  Finance
Meghan Elaine Graham  Marketing
Michael Paul Gutierrez  Strategy
  & Entrepreneurship
Anthea Faye Halsey  Marketing
Brian Eli Hansen  Finance
Heather Lynn Hilburn  Marketing
Stanford Yeoushey Hsu  Strategic Leadership/
  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Steven Wayne Jefferson  Strategic Leadership
Christopher Michael Jones  General Management
Randall Lee Jones  Finance
Jennifer L. Jurrius  Finance
Samar F. Khan  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Fares Lahoud  Finance/
  General Management
Elana Rose Lesartre  General Management
Andrew Kevin Lieu  Information Technologies
  & Operations Management
Xinsi Lin  Finance
Navin Samuel Manohar  Finance
Richard Kyle Martin  Marketing
Sarah Lynn Martin  Marketing
David A. McKercher  Information Technologies
  & Operations Management
Aaron Wood Mizell  General Management
Shyam Sunder Musuvathi  Finance
Nathan Phillip Nash  Finance
Clifford Raymond Newby  General Management
Stephen Bruce Nickles  Finance/
  Financial Consulting
Victor Allan Nilson  General Business
Clint Verlyn Nolen  Finance
Michael Thomas O’Dwyer  Marketing
Eunice A. Ogr  Finance
Stefanie Risiotto Paldino  Finance
Bradley Wayne Parmer  Finance/
  Strategic Leadership
Emily Leah Peter  Finance
Mahesh Kumar Pinapala  Finance
Troy David Pollard  Finance
Jennifer Kari Powell  Finance
Daniel Ramirez  Finance
Jose Cruz Reyna  Finance
Angela Dawn Riddick  Finance
Laura Corene Ries  General Management
Adrian Rodriguez  Finance
Brett Michael Rutledge  Finance
Howard Joseph Sacks  Finance
Joseph Andrew Sagel  Finance
Sailesh Raj Saxena  Finance
Ellen Barrett Schlachter  General Management
Michael Adam Seams  Finance
Katherine Marie Sejba  Marketing
Bryan James Stone  Strategic Leadership
Heidi LeAnn Strate  General Management
Patrick John Sullivan  Strategic
  Leadership/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Karpura Anand Suryadevara  Finance/
  General Management
Amanda Elizabeth Telford  Information
  Technologies & Operations
Management/Marketing
Vidya Thoopal Vishwanathan  Marketing
Veorge Moran Weathersby, Jr.  Finance
Carl Frederick Weaver  Marketing
Nancy Kathryn Willeford  General Management
Raymond Delano Williams, Jr.  Marketing
Rebecca Anne Dawson Wofford  Marketing/Strategy & Entrepreneurship

Onder Yaltir  Finance
Chad Edward Yates  Finance
Kristin Beth Young  General Management
Emily Jane Zeck  General Management

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting
Srilatha Desemsetti  Accounting

Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship
Summer Carmel Gory  Entrepreneurship
Andrew Stuart Hunt  Entrepreneurship
Muhammad Tariq  Entrepreneurship

Degree of Master of Science in Management
Kurtis Chaun Berner  Management
Blaise Joseph Calandro III  Management
Christopher Lee Colaw  Management
Joey W. Drake  Management
Elizabeth Ann Grimsley  Management
Reyes Carlos Hernandez  Management

James A. Honn  Management
Melissa Rose Humason  Management
Terry Duane Irving  Management
Michael Bradford Norman  Management
Jamie S. Provost  Management
Kevin Bruce Thompson  Management
Eduardo Javier Villarreal  Management

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Degree of Master of Science
Ashraf Marcus Albert  Telecommunications
Mohammad Usman Ali  Systems Engineering
Brandon Heath Allen  Packaging Electronic & Optical Devices
Steven Lee Allen  Software Engineering
Faddy Adbulrahman Aql  Telecommunications
Christos Manthis Bais  Systems Engineering
Rodney William Beechey  Systems Engineering
Aya Nagao Bennett  Software Engineering
Lindsey Kristen Brown  Systems Engineering
Liang Chen  Software Engineering
Melanie Anne Clayton  Systems Engineering
David Dean Collins  Systems Engineering
Nabor Felix Cortez III  Systems Engineering
Jeffrey Byron Davies  Systems Engineering
Nathan Daniel Flores  Systems Engineering
Justin Evan Fulkerson  Software Engineering
Danny Garcia  Systems Engineering
Brett Allen Garrett  Systems Engineering
Jermaine LaMar Goree  Systems Engineering
Joseph Hugh Graham III  Software Engineering
James Clifford Harris  Systems Engineering
Franklin James Holik, Jr.  Systems Engineering
Amber Dawn House  Systems Engineering

Joseph George Jingle  Systems Engineering
Areiann Ami Kouras  Systems Engineering
Sankalp Mavinkurve  Telecommunications
Denise Marie Michaels  Operations Research
Patrick Bernard Miller  Systems Engineering
Suraj Sharad Mody  Telecommunications
Joel Carter Morris  Software Engineering
Andy L. Nguyen  Systems Engineering
Philip Nguyen  Systems Engineering
Norma Yvonne Rodriguez  Systems Engineering
John Joseph Ryan III  Systems Engineering
Maein Patrick Sagman  Systems Engineering
Jason Michael Saldana  Systems Engineering
Marisa Borrego Salinas  Systems Engineering
Thomas Michael Schena  Systems Engineering
Shamim Shahidi  Software Engineering
Raymond Cruz Sison  Software Engineering
Lewis Alan Sykalski  Software Engineering
Nancy Jeanne Thompson  Systems Engineering
Wesley Scott Tidwell  Systems Engineering
Jose Emilio Velarde  Systems Engineering
Aaron Keith Whitson  Systems Engineering
Juanita Valencia Winfrey  Software Engineering
John Robert Wittmark, Jr.  Systems Engineering
Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Christina Marie Denissen  Civil Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Ryan William McFadden  Computer Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Daniel Mauricio Camacho Montejo  Electrical Engineering
Tuere Tene Davis  Electrical Engineering
Morgan Sean McCright  Electrical Engineering
Ankur Sharma  Electrical Engineering
Bryan Chu Yu  Electrical Engineering
Thesis: “Design of a Phase Shifter with a 50ps Phase Resolution for a Timing Trigger Control System for CERN’s SLHC”

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Faddy Adbulrahman Aql  Engineering Management
Juan Jose Alejandro Bermea  Engineering Management
Thomas Lawson Jones  Engineering Management
Sherif Ismail Khalifa  Engineering Management
Christopher Lee McKelvey  Engineering Management
Kristen Kathleen Moore  Engineering Management

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Christina Irene Chermak  Environmental Engineering
Brittany Anne Ruth McArthur  Environmental Engineering
Richard C. Painter  Environmental Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Science

James G. Hubbard  Environmental Science

Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering Management

Samar Muhammad Hasanain  Information Engineering & Management

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Joyce Kondner Bowen  Dispute Resolution
Sarah Elise Morgan  Dispute Resolution
Phillip Theron Mullis  Dispute Resolution
Dana Maria Tinkle  Dispute Resolution
Anne Marie Yates  Dispute Resolution
Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Mark J. Broughton  Bilingual Education
Jill F. Partain-Norcross  Bilingual Education
Robin Peterson  Bilingual Education
Claudia Silva-Armas  Bilingual Education
Tresa Rochelle Wilson  Bilingual Education

Degree of Master of Education

Daryl Davis  Education
Catherine Emma Luise Foster-Cobb  Education
Lisa Bishop Hamilton  Education
Miral Hani Kawasmi  Education
Benjamin Carl Koch  Education
Vicki Suzanne Knnac  Education
Douglas Leb  Education
Caroline Quinn Magruder  Education
Natalie Marie McCoy  Education

Saralyn J. Miller  Education
Lindsay Jacobs Pope  Education
Angela Greer Richardson  Education
Cynthia Leigh Riggs  Education
Caryn Jacobs Rossiter  Education
Brandi Lynn Rucker  Education
Rebecca Tolson  Education
Mary Beth Vercillo  Education
Elizabeth Mary Yuschak  Education

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts

Sarah Katherine Fischer  Liberal Arts
Michelle Rene Mathews  Liberal Arts
Jeffrey Bryan Stamm  Liberal Arts

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Thomas Crain Burns  Liberal Studies
Jeri Beth Darnell  Liberal Studies
Jerrod Altwayne Harrell  Liberal Studies

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Michelle Bledsoe  Counseling
Joshua Edward Hawkins  Counseling
Erin Elizabeth Krafft  Counseling
Julie Ann Franklin Scharnberg  Counseling
Carolyn Elaine Smith  Counseling
Christie Leigh Vertal  Counseling
Elizabeth Anne Walsh  Counseling
Gillian Jean de La Sayette  Counseling

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies

Mark Andrew Russell  Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU,
LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER

Master of Interactive Technology

Ahmed Alaa Abdel-Meguid  Digital Game,  Level Design
Thesis: “Creating Suspense Through Sound Design”

Ryan Michael Barrett  Digital Game,  Art Creation
Thesis: “Subtlety in Motion: Characterization During Gameplay”

Timothy S. Bartlett  Digital Game, Art Creation
Thesis: “Realism in Weapons Effects”

Charles Adam Butler  Digital Game, Level Design
Thesis: “Effects of Success Versus Other Players on the Perception of Fun”

David P. Elkin  Digital Game, Level Design

Robert Howard  Digital Game, Level Design

Hans Louis Larsen  Digital Game, Level Design
Thesis: “Character Advancement in the First-Person Shooter Genre”

Richard Neil Porter  Digital Game, Level Design
Thesis: “Using Artificial Intelligence to Enable Dynamic Gameplay”

Christian Edward Schmidt  Digital Game, Level Design
Thesis: “Techniques of Balancing Asymmetrical Base Design in Capture the Flag Levels”

Joseph Matthew Wilkinson  Digital Game, Level Design
Thesis: “Evoking Fear Through Level Design”

Hunter Harris Wright  Digital Game, Level Design
Thesis: “Evoking Urgency Through Level Design”

IN DEEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Erica Layne Adams  Political Science
Roy Brian Baccus  Public Policy
Richard Barrett Austin  Political Science
Brandi Leann Bartholomew  Sociology
Michael Charles Beard  Psychology
Merritt Elizabeth Beck  Psychology
Atif Beg  Psychology
Kevin Brice Bell  Philosophy
Whitney Alyssa Bichsel  Political Science
Ashley Deanne Brooks  Psychology
Benjamin Guest Brown  Economics
Tyler Mitchell Brown  Anthropology
Matthew Hunter Cain  Biological Sciences
Caitlin Marie Carter  Sociology
Meleah Noelani Chriss  Markets & Culture
Ana Gabriela Cifuentes  Psychology
Kathleen Marie Clifford  Economics
Richard Louis Clifton, Jr.  Political Science
Brittany Lauren Connors  English
Danielle Lynnette Marie Dial  International Studies
Zachary Christopher Dobbs  Economics
Eric Villa Dominguez  Political Science
Scottie Malone Dunham  Psychology
Lauren Elise Early  Psychology
Francesca Rose Fernandez  Psychology/Sociology

Nazarin Fooman  Foreign Languages: Spanish/
Public Policy
Caroline Eliza Franceschini  Sociology
David Ryan Garrison  Sociology
Robyn Elizabeth Giles  English
Charlie Hansford Hale III  Political Science
Stephanie Le-Charles Hall  Anthropology
Patrick A. Handy  Sociology
Juan Alberto Harrison  Economics
Tony Hawkins, Jr.  Sociology
William Scone Hayes, Jr.  History
Patrick Alan Henderson  Economics
Paul Bernard Hiemzen III  Psychology
Andrew Taylor Hills  Public Policy
Hannah Nicole Hodges  Economics
Chelsea Lynn Hughes  Psychology
Hailey Katherine Innes  Psychology/Sociology
Aisha Iqbal  Psychology
Lindsay Allison Jackson  Economics/
Political Science
Haley Marie Jensen  Political Science
Grace Murphy Johnson  Anthropology
Michael Lee Jones  Philosophy
Payton R. Keith  Political Science
Departmental Distinction: Political Science
Sherif Ismail Khalifa  Economics
Madison King  English
Munear Ashton Koubbari  Biological Sciences
Jeffrey Price Krigel  History
Matthew Rogers Lehman  Markets & Culture
Elizabeth Joy Lewis  Sociology
Katy Renea Lewis  Political Science/Public Policy
DeMyron Xavier Martin  Economics
Amber Marie Marty  Psychology
Misty Dawn Mauldin  Chemistry
Kristen Michelle Murphy  Economics
Chinh Hoang Nguyen  History
Elizabeth Sterling Oles  Psychology
Ashley L. Payne  Anthropology/Religious Studies
*Ilyssa Danielle Pettigrew  History
Cristina Ramirez  History
Catherine Rebecca Rauth  Medieval Studies
Hayden Kersey Rieveschl  Political Science
Daniel Rupert  Philosophy
Samuel H. Sawyer  Psychology

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Roy Brian Baccus  Economics with Finance Applications
Andrea Bianca Balderamos  Anthropology
Ervin Aaron Cartwright III  Economics with Finance Applications
Jose Andres Castillo Urruela  Economics with Finance Applications
James Karl Catoe  Mathematics
Zijun Chen  Economics with Finance Applications
Matthew C. Dickson  Biological Sciences
Aly Mostafa El Khashab  Economics with Finance Applications
Preston Thomas Evans  Economics with Finance Applications
Naznin Fooman  Economics with Finance Applications
James Patrick Gallo  Economics with Finance Applications
Daniel Joseph Garcia  Economics with Finance Applications
Anant Goel  Economics with Finance Applications
Fielding Ruddell Graham  Economics with Finance Applications
Shepard Kollock Nash Harloe  Economics with Finance Applications
Clayton Walker Hill  Economics with Finance Applications
William Manley Hines  Economics with Finance Applications
Casey Jean Shuster  Political Science
Laura Marie Sifuentes  Psychology
Andrea Nicole Sizemore  Psychology
*Ilyssa Danielle Pettigrew  History
Chinh Hoang Nguyen  History
Elizabeth Sterling Oles  Psychology
Ashley L. Payne  Anthropology/Religious Studies
*Cristina Ramirez  History
Catherine Rebecca Rauth  Medieval Studies
Hayden Kersey Rieveschl  Political Science
Daniel Rupert  Philosophy
Samuel H. Sawyer  Psychology

*Additional major awarded for previously earned degree
Degree of Bachelor of Humanities

Gabriel Cruz Casas  Humanities
Kristen Lee Walter  Humanities

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences

Richard Adam Haug, Jr.  Social Sciences
Jessica Nichole Wesley  Social Sciences

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Brianna Lynn Ahern  Journalism
Elizabeth Brooks Carlock  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Dan Carrillo Levy  Cinema-Television
Leslie Lahela Chase  Journalism
Susan Marie Coughlin  Art History
Alissa Jo Crestani  Art History
Sharon Davallu  Advertising
Lauren Lynn Dunlap  Journalism
Nicholas Aaron Dyson  Music
Rachel Elaine Fresquez  Advertising
Sergey Rafailovich Khachatrian  Advertising
Jessica Marie Kline  Advertising
Kyleigh Marie Lancon  Advertising
Monya Jataun Davis Logan  Music
Travis Jay Mabrey  Cinema-Television
Cum Laude and Honors in the Liberal Arts

Morgan Noel Maddox  Journalism
Sarah Rachel Nolen  Cinema-Television Interdisciplinary Studies in the Arts
Cum Laude
Brooke Leigh Pozzi  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Sarah-Allen Preston  Art History
Holly Ann Roberts  Journalism
Erik Ole Rommesmo  Cinema-Television
Erin Marie Spicer  Advertising
Chase Preston Stafford  Cinema-Television
Johnny Edell Taylor, Jr.  Advertising
Daniel James Veale  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Morgan Elizabeth Wright  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Frederick Ford Beckley  Theatre
Honors in Liberal Arts
Katherine Elizabeth Behrens  Art History
Ryan Thomas Conlin  Art
James Evan Farrow  Theatre
Katie Marie Gibbens  Dance Performance
Jenny Leigh Hulse  Theatre
Bryan Austin Hunt  Theatre
Soo Yeon Kim  Art
Cum Laude and Honors in the Liberal Arts

Jamie Jeanette Link  Theatre
Kamelle D. Mills  Theatre
Mallori Joy Morris  Art
Chadwick James Peters  Dance Performance
Megan Michelle Ping  Art
Gabrielle Rachel Stein  Art
Cum Laude
Johnard Larquin Washington  Theatre
Hendrieka Brigitta Mary van Bilderbeek  Art

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Charlene A. Bell  Piano Performance
Ashley Nicole Howe  Oboe Performance
Michael Jeffrey Jones  Music Education
Timothy Jordan Roy  Music Composition
Cum Laude and Honors in Liberal Arts
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Stephanie Nicole Anderson  Finance
Nathan James Nettles Clark  Financial Consulting
Kelly Lauren Davis  Marketing
Sarah Elizabeth Flume  Accounting  Cum Laude
Lucas Duane Hogan  Finance
Christopher Johnathan Huemmer  Finance
Trace Matthew Hunter  Finance
Joseph Barber Hurst III  Financial Consulting
Kacie Elizabeth Jaksa  Finance
Du Hong Kim  Finance
Munear Ashton Kouzbari  Finance
Garrett Laux Leider  Finance
Lauren Elizabeth Linden  Finance  Magna Cum Laude and Honors in Liberal Arts
Andrew Taylor Lipsett  Finance
Brittani Ann Luecke  Management
Molly Byers McCorkle  Finance

Amit Mittal  Finance
Max J. Needham  Finance
Thao Ngoc Phan  Finance
Grant Henry Pruitt  Real Estate Finance
Ryan Joseph Roberts  Finance
Andres Alfonso Ruzo Callejas  Finance
Harshal Girish Shah  Finance
Samantha Kate Stravinski  Marketing
Krishan Sultania  Finance
Kristina Anne Swanson  Finance
Michael T. Tessier  Finance
Tamera Sharnai Thompson  Finance
Jacob Lance Vaughn  Marketing
Andrea Giuseppe Visinoni  Finance
Lauren Patricia Wright  Marketing
Yang Yang  Accounting

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Muhammed Nour Nasri Abusaad  Management Science
Dustin Victor Aschenbach  Management Science
Gregory Christopher Moran  Management Science
Casey O’Brien  Management Science
Christine Elizabeth Van Horn  Management Science
Albert William Zinkand  Management Science  Cum Laude

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Timothy Peter Eames  Civil Engineering
Alejandro Javier Reiter Benavides  Civil Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Manuel Salvoch  Electrical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Benjamin James Alingh  Mechanical Engineering
James Karl Catoe  Mechanical Engineering
Perry Gregory Leggett  Mechanical Engineering
Ruben Olivier Nanez  Mechanical Engineering
Randi Dyan Peak  Mechanical Engineering
Kimberly Lynn Regan  Mechanical Engineering
Peter Tucker Strong  Mechanical Engineering
Luis Suarez  Mechanical Engineering
THE PLATFORM PARTY

John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law

Thomas E. Barry, Vice President for Executive Affairs

Laura K. Bowden, Precentor and Candidate for Master of Music Degree

José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts

David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

John A. Hall, University Registrar and Executive Director of Enrollment Services

Patrick Thomas Kobler, President of the Students’ Association

William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology

Alan C. Lowe, Director of the George W. Bush Presidential Library and Graduation Speaker

Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs of the University

Ken Malcomson, SMU Class of 1974 and Chair of the SMU Alumni Association

Peter K. Moore, Dean ad interim of Dedman College

Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Fredrick I. Olness, President of the Faculty Senate

Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Caren H. Prothro, Trustee of the University

James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies

Peter E. Raad, Director of the Linda and Mitch Hart eCenter and Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU

Stephen Rankin, Chaplain and Minister to the University

Dennis M. Simon, Platform Marshal and Associate Professor of Political Science

Thomas W. Tunks, Associate Provost

R. Gerald Turner, President of the University

Paul J. Ward, Vice President for Legal Affairs, General Counsel and Secretary

Lori S. White, Vice President for Student Affairs
THE GUILD OF MARSHALS

Thomas B. Fomby, Chief Marshal
Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Thomas Osang, Procession Marshal
William J. Pulte, Assisting Procession Marshal
Dennis M. Simon, Platform Marshal
Patricia Alvey
Janis Bergman-Carton
Marc P. Christensen
Anthony J. Cortese
Darryl Dickson-Carr
Kathy J. Hayes
Roy L. Heller
Robert Van Kemper
Jeffery L. Kennington
Barbara W. Kincaid
Michael McCoy, Jr.
Sukumaran Nair
Robert W. Rasberry
Héctor H. Rivera
Lawrence S. Ruben

SOUTHERN GENTLEMEN

Joseph Holt, Major in Voice Performance,
Class of 2012
Trey Pratt, Major in Voice Performance/Music Education, Class of 2012
Jason P. Solis, Major in Voice Performance/Music Education, Class of 2011
Trevor Whitworth, Pre-Major in Music,
Class of 2013

So that all may enjoy the majesty of the ceremony and the joy of the occasion,
we ask that no photographs be taken inside the coliseum.
Official photographs of candidates will be taken as they receive their degrees.
You will have an opportunity to purchase these photographs.

The Office of Academic Ceremonies wishes to thank all who have worked so hard to make this
evening a celebration of the accomplishments of those members of the
SMU community who are about to receive degrees.